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Humanity has been related to the environment from
the beginning of its existence; if at first this relation-
ship was very hard, due to the difficulty of obtaining
resources, later, with the appearance of technology, it
managed to overcome the limits imposed by the natu-
ral environment. This has resulted in the interpretation
of technical development, from its first forms, as a pos-
itive element. Artifacts produced by humanity
—the capacity of human ingenuity— have acquired a
value plus which carries a concept of superiority that
has privileged the artificial over the natural.
The concept of technologic-productive advance as
a way of acquiring well-being, by way of a generaliza-
tion of consumption, has brought about an unlimited
belief which, —along with the idea of progress—, has
caused a crisis in the model of proposed development,
faced with the discovery of limits, strong social unbal-
ance, and environmental costs. This model has brought
about more destruction of the environment, caused
mainly by life-styles —what surrounds the project—
that have not taken limits into consideration, impos-
ing by themselves a single idea of progress, markets,
and consumption. From the limits inherent to the sys-
tem —technical and economic conditioners— we have
gone to others which are totally external —ecològic
and cultural— which open up an extremely important
challenge to technologic and projectual culture.
It seems that a multilineal view, much more capa-
ble of understanding evolution as a strategy for self-
elaboration, assimilating the project as a system of re-
thinking and interpreting limits as an element of crea-
tivity, is progressing over the current unilineal concept
of evolution, promoted by productive and quantitative
parameters (technology and economy).
Answers to the problem of ecology
At the beginning, the ecològic problem seemed to bring
forth only a string of reductionist solutions, the prod-
uct of an alarmist attitude, which opposed the eco-
nomic-productive and consumist strategy from a con-
cept of less consumption that seemed scarcely accepta-
ble by industry, at the same time as reducing the basis
for action of design itself.
After this first burst of euphoric ecology, a second
approach has arisen within so-called ecodesign, with a
clear systematic-instrumental view based on the idea
of better consumption. This new answer, which arises
from the concept of sustainable development, al-
though it implies projection, has pre-supposed the
elaboration of a quantity of interactive instruments,
between the project, production and the environment,
linked to the materiality of the product. If we are faith-
ful to a specialist's logic, I do not believe that these are
to be considered real answers, from the field of the
project, to the ecològic problem. The group of answers
established by these instruments, by the logic of a mod-
el of development, have optimized productive evalua-
tion and regulation, by means of several levels of defi-
nition which can be structured in the following way:
- Interventions in the legal field of the product. At
this level, instruments internal to market logic, norms
and laws that comment on the scope of production and
incide on the projection and condition consumption
have been introduced. These tools are most useful
when evaluating the environmental impact (life cycle
analysis, ecobalance) of products, and allow for the
optimum placement of levels of intervention in the im-
provement of their environmental benefits.
Ecobalances consider all activities and elements in-
volved in the productive process, in the product's life-
cycle, till the end of its useful life; they are also used as
a research basis for products to be assigned an ecola-
bel. Although they represent an important tool in the
production area, they describe a specific projectual ap-
proach to technical and regulative in-depth studies tra-
ditionally implicit in the project, bounding the prod-
uct (recycling, recovery, dismounting...) and its
development (packaging recovery,1 residue recovery)
towards a green type of reorientation of production.
- Interventions in the outstanding field of the
product. These carry with them a revision of products
harmful to the environment, their substitution by new
products designed under ecològic criteria (recycling,
1. Topfer decree, introduced in Germany in 1991 by the
Minister of the Environment, which refers to packaging. It obli-




dismounting...) or a redesign of those already in exist-
ence. These answers, a result of applying the above-
mentioned tools, continue to move in the same direc-
tion as the traditional project —between the
production world and the consumer— but do so now
with ecològic demands.
The projectual praxis generated moves towards
modifying the physical characteristics of products and/
or the definition of an esthetics, socio-cultural values
of ecològic design. No doubt this new answer implies
projection, but it does not pre-suppose the displace-
ment of a productive logic which has the product as its
centre, in which design only acts as a response to a
stimulus at a specific moment of a lineal process.
The growing ecològic plus of the product begins,
however, to become an important improvement in the
group of attributes —often immaterial— that help to
position not only the product but also the company it-
self in front of the client or the market. By means of
the identity of the company, its coherence with the
product, the market representation, its information
and communication, the company takes up a responsi-
bility —loyalty— before the user and the emerging ec-
ològic sensitivity.
A new level of projection is opening, towards a
software capable of destroying the centralism of the
product and constructing new policies of production-
consumption.
A new approach
The ecològic debate is a new and important challenge
to the culture of projection, the definition of a new
model of development. In this way, there is a renewal
of the definition of a life-style, the demand traditional-
ly placed on the project, which implies the construc-
tion of scenarios of interrelation and consumption.
The interventions mentioned above: —ecològic
balance, environmental impact, recovery, reckling of
material and products—, can surely favour a sustaina-
bility situation, but they are problems which, with the
aid of the proper tools and the implication of industry,
governments, and diverse specialists, have a rapid so-
lution. They are answers which continue those which
have, till now, defined the process of the artificializa-
tion of our environment; even though —reduced to the
technical field—, they can be developed in a manner
completely independent of the culture of the project.
Contemporary products can be improved —better
consumption for a better life— but in the end, the ma-
terialism of the product, if we continue the same mod-
el of evolution —even if it be sustainible—, will con-
tinue to exert an unsustainable pressure.
The challenge of the future which opens on the cul-
ture of design is a revaluation of the concept of quali-
ty, of artificiality; the redefinition of life-styles and
consumption. A project in which new technical and
cultural solutions may be inserted, along the lines of
Andrea Branzi's theory of the concept of ¿sole di sen-
so,1 must be constructed starting from new values, a
new framework of quality. An understanding of the
importance of the action of the project which, by
means of the project, has the capability of constructing
artificial environments, for developing not only cultur-
al relationships but also economic ones.
The transformation of the market, intensified by
ecològic sensibility and new technologies, has made of
consumption a platform for cultural confrontation
—information and communication— where produc-
tive activity reaches a new representative dimension of
socio-cultural values. This increase of soft aspects car-
ries with it the need, for the designer, to assume a new
strategic position of macro-observation, faced with the
need to communicate efficiently new policies of pro-
duction and consumption and services that tend to
evolve from design of the product to the design of the
system.
The rupture produced by virtual technologies with-
in the world of representation —the real versus the
imaginary— are so radical that they forcefully imply
that we question ourselves whether ideas of communi-
cation, consumption and satisfaction need to be re-ex-
amined; recently, in the United States, a newspaper
sent by computer has been inaugurated.3 It seems,
therefore, that the interpretation of new technologies
opens new areas of competence for the projector, valid
for the ecològic challenge and which go beyond the
materialism of the product.
2. Branzi, A., «La vita tra cosa e natura: il progetto e la sfi-
da ambiéntale», in AA.W, Catalogue of the XVIII Internatio-
nal Triennale Exposition, Electa, Milano, 1992.
3. The Wall Street Journal.
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From possession to satisfaction
Ecodesign is no longer presented as a solution to a con-
crete proposal at a specific moment, but rather as an
open plurilineal procedure which answers to new
needs from the first moment. If the discipline of design
has, from the beginning, faced a series of objective as-
pects, later, along with the process of globalization
(world village) and the discovery of the limits of de-
sign, it has taken on a 360° view. At the beginning,
within the newly established perspective, it was the
product which was placed at the centre, which, as we
have already seen, has elicited diverse answers —be-
fore the limits— always linked to its physicality. Now,
however, it is the peripherical aspects that are superim-
posed on the product itself. Design comes from a uni-
lineal process and enters a centrifugal process, where
the product loses its centralism as an answer to market
needs. A sensitized potential market, with specifics to
be discovered and toward which designers, together
with companies, should give answers which not only
come from the technical field. Ecology departs from its
tangentiality and places itself centrally within produc-
tive and projectual action.
Together with the decentralization of the product,
its dematerialization and the reinterpretation of new
technologies, we must add another projectual stimulus
associated with the distribution-consumption binomi-
al, a level at which a great quantity of energy and ma-
terials tend to move. If we revise them, new products
may emerge which bear a new consumption logic with
them; a new consumption not only as the aim of a lin-
eal productive cycle, the residues of which are its ex-
ponential product, but rather as the initial act of an
interaction with users and satisfaction of their needs.
The new dimension, often immaterial, where the rela-
tionship between the product and the user takes place
—service essences— must be investigated by the pro-
jector in order to define its specificity: the elements
that configure this area of interaction, satisfaction of
needs, and the role represented therein by material and
immaterial aspects.
This identification space, where the real contact
between user and product takes place, seems to reaf-
firm its essential more and more, reducing the materi-
alism of the product and increasing the information,
communication, and trading space. An integration,
participation, and satisfaction space opens before the
user. The service space widens while the centrality of
the product and its physicality —presence— diminish-
es, with all that implies as positive for physical limits.
A new limit is discovered —for the culture of the
project— linked to the group of immaterial attributes
that the product service communicates —representa-
tion— to the user.
As time goes on, there should be more products on
the market, satellites of a group of attributes —servic-
es— that make a global interaction possible for users,
not only linked to the tangible aspects or the final re-
sults of the productive process. Companies will tend to
position themselves as interactive agents, with strong
technologic versatility, a reduced organizational nucle-
us, interrelated with professionals, specialists, and di-
verse cultural realities, with the aim of constructing an
autonomous company culture —software— capable of
making its own activity interact with the needs of the
economic and cultural context. By means of answers
developed at different levels from the needs of techno-
logic culture and the emerging ecològic sensitivity, in a
work-space important for the discipline of eco-design.
Traditionally, the challenge for designers has been
to give unique answers —products— to specific needs.
Now, however, they must elaborate global answers
—services— which integrate a multiplicity of factors
and allow us to take the step from sustainable devel-
opment to respectable satisfaction.
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